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Abstract— Recently, cutting edge technologies to facilitate data
collection have emerged on a large scale. One of the most prominent is the in-vehicle data recorder (IVDR). There are multiple
ways to assign the IVDR’s data to the different drivers who share
the same vehicle. Irrespective of the level of sophistication, all
of these technologies still suffer considerable limitations in their
accuracy. The purpose of this paper is to propose a methodology,
which can identify the driver of a given trip using historical tripbased data. To do so, an advanced machine learning pipeline is
proposed. The main goal is to take advantage of highly available
data—such as driver-labeled floating car data collected by a
IVDR—to build a pattern-based algorithm able to identify the
trip’s driver category when its true identity is unknown. This
stepwise process includes feature generation/selection, multiple
heterogeneous explanatory models, and an ensemble approach
(i.e., stacked generalization) to reduce their generalization error.
Our goal is to provide an inexpensive alternative to existing driver
identification technologies, which can serve as their complement
and/or validation purposes. Experiments conducted over a realworld case study from Israel uncover the potential of this idea:
it obtained an accuracy of ∼88% and Cohen’s Kappa agreement
score of ∼74%.
Index Terms— Identification methods, in-vehicle data
recorders, classification, stacked generalization, supervised
learning, machine learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N THE last decade, significant advances have been made in
sensoring and communication technologies. Such advances
led to a considerable growth in the development and use of
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). One of the most
widely used technologies to collect the driver behaviour is
the In-Vehicle Data Recorder (IVDR). IVDR is a system
able to measure the driver’s actions, as well as the vehicle’s
movement performance. This data can help to develop controlfocused ITS able to adapt to each driver’s unique driving
characteristics. Early usage of these systems was targeted
towards fuel efficiency and vehicle location tracking purposes.
Several researchers developed algorithms on driver behavioural characteristics to detect abnormal driving behaviours
for automotive control applications [1]–[3].
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Usually, a vehicle can be shared by multiple drivers (two
or more). Thus, one of the main challenges in this context is
the driver’s identification. Several identification technologies
exist. However, their usage does not solve this issue adequately
(i.e. either due to their high cost and/or low accuracy levels).
Consequently, it is critical to develop affordable methodologies
able to deal with this problem.
The availability of Global Positioning System (GPS) data
faced an explosive growth. This data is now widely used
among transportation industry [4]–[6]. Recently, Wallace et
al. [7] used GPS and OBDII logs (on-board diagnostics) from
a preliminary sample of 100 trips and 4 drivers to test the
potential of several features - such as time of day, road choice,
velocity and acceleration - on distinguishing drivers of a
shared vehicle. Hence, this sample size is insufficient to generalize significant conclusions on this topic. At the best of our
knowledge, this is the only research work using this approach.
The main purpose of this study is to develop a methodology
which can identify the driver for a given trip of interest
using historical trip-based data. This data is not more than
a high level aggregation of Floating Car Data (FCD) collected
through an user-identified device, e.g. smartphone. Per opposition to most of existing IVDR-based driver identification
methodologies, we aim to leverage in the daily seasonalities
inherent to the human behavioural routines (e.g. wake up, go
to the school and get back home for lunch). Moreover, the
collection of this type of data is easier due to the amount of
devices that already exist with capabilities of storing and/or
broadcasting this type of data. Such availability makes the
information about the driver’s identification easier and cheaper
to get than from any other IVDR device (e.g. video cameras).
To do it so, an advanced Machine Learning (ML) methodology is proposed. Its first step is to map the original feature
space into a higher (and sparser) dimensional space which is
then cleverly prunned to reduce the features’ redundancy and,
simultaneously, keep the relevant ones. Secondly, four baseline
models are constructed using four distinct algorithms which
are then combined in a Ensemble approach (i.e. Stacking).
The main goal is to take advantage of the driver-labelled trip
data to build a pattern-based algorithm able to identify the
trip’s driver where its true identity is unknown. Data collected
from a particular case study in Israel [8] is used to validate the
applicability of the proposed methodology. The contributions
of this study are twofold: (1) the suggestion and exploitation
of supervised learning approaches over trip-based data (e.g.
Floating Car Data) to serve as complement to existing IVDR
technologies through an exhaustive comparison of different
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TABLE I
L IMITATIONS AND A DVANTAGES OF S TATE - OF -T HE -A RT IVDR T ECHNOLOGIES

types of off-the-shelf ML algorithms; (2) a straightforward
ML methodology that can obtain high prediction accuracy in
this task, independently of the dependence structure in place
between the driver category and the remaining explanatory
variables.
This paper is structured as follows: next section presents
a comprehensive literature review about the topic. Section III
presents a description of the real-world case study used to evaluate this method. The fourth Section introduces the proposed
ML methodology in its diverse steps namely: data sampling,
feature generation and selection, base learners and a Stacking
approach. This is followed by an Experimental section, which
describes and discusses in detail our test bed and the obtained
results. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Earlier research such as the “100 cars naturalistic study” [9]
and PROLOGUE [10] used IVDR to observe drivers’ naturalistic driving behaviour. Later, its insights allowed to
reduce risky behaviours by providing feedback to drivers
or to their supervisors (e.g. parents, fleet managers in [11]
and [12]). One of IVDR’s drawbacks is the driver identification. Farah et al. [8], [12] requested all members of a
participating family to identify themselves at the beginning of
each trip using Dallas keys (personal magnetic identification
keys). However, only 78% of these trips end up being driverlabelled.
The following section provides an overview of the main
IVDR technologies, as well as a comparison of their related
weaknesses and strengths.
A. Identification Technologies
The existing identification technologies can be classified
into two main categories: Physical or Sensing systems.
1) Physical Systems:
• Dallas Keys/iButtons are personal magnetic identification keys (chip-based data carrier) which were used
in [8], [10], and [12].
• iRFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) technology is
based on the use of radio waves to read and capture

information stored on tags attached to persons, vehicles
and/or other objects.
2) Sensing Systems:
• In-vehicle video cameras [13]. The most sophisticated
technologies on this research line are the Apple iPhoto
and the Google Picasa [14], which are based on face
detection and identification. In the context of driving, this
technology takes a single snapshot of the driver’s face at
the trip’s start to identify him/her.
• Biometric fingerprint systems [15]. Upon vehicle start,
drivers need to identify themselves by a pre-authorized
fingerprint.
• Voice recognition and iris technology [16]. The voice
recognition is done through an in-vehicle microphone
combined with a biometric speech identification software.
Iris technology relies on two basic types of eye scans: iris
scanning and retinal scanning.
B. Shortcomings of Existing Identification Technologies
Each of the previously mentioned technology has its own
strengths and weaknesses. Table I summarizes them.
Reference [17] considered several driver identification methods including key fobs or entry codes. However, both still
require a prior activation. Other options which were considered
include the use of wearable devices [18] or mobile applications [19]. Yet, drivers are obliged to carry these devices on.
The approach more closely related with our own is the
In-Vehicle Video Camera. Typically, the identification of the
drivers using their face [20] goes through a ML pipeline and
therefore, the two problems synergies since they share the
same goal (i.e. driver identification) with identical approaches
- even from a very high level perspective. In fact, pattern
recognition from video cameras installed in road vehicles is a
wide studied topic in ITS community - namely by providing
relevant insights for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems such
as alarms for relevant hazards in the road, pedestrians or even
identification of road signs [21].
Typically, this approach is also divided on two stages:
feature engineering/selection and model induction. Earlier
landmark research on transforming faces’ video frames into
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suitable feature spaces were mainly focused into reducing
its very high dimensionality through Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) - a technique which is able to find a
low-dimensional orthogonal linear projection which typically
assures a representation of the majority of the variance in a
smaller dimension [22]. Then, in the second stage, a simple
classifier such as boosted trees (e.g. [23]) is put in place.
Common approaches to this problem suffer several limitations when compared to our own, namely: (i) they require
an installation of a specific equipment (i.e. a video camera) in each vehicle with a setup specific for this purpose;
(ii) they are typically designed to solve a much more complex
problem of identifying each individual rather than its category,
which results on target variable with a very high cardinality
and consequently, a requirement of possessing a considerable
large amount of samples to produce accurate models; (iii) its
accuracy is highly dependent of the absence of noise, which
can be introduced by variations on the illumination conditions and/or face orientation (see, for instance, [24]); (iv) the
PCA-like approaches guarantee the absence of redundancy in
the feature subset but not the presence of relevancy as they are
commonly carried out on a completely unsupervised setting
(i.e. without taking into account the target variable). Recent
promising advances on Neural Networks community aimed to
address this challenge by joining the two stages into a single
learning process (e.g. Convolution Neural Networks [25]). Yet,
per contrast with our approach, the typical application of this
latter type of methodology discards the regularities of the
human behavior as input to their feature space.
C. Main Contributions
The analysis performed throughout the previous section
uncovered that the state-of-the-art technologies for driver’s
identification still have multiple limitations to overcome. They
are related with the relationship between their identification
accuracy and their cost - which are still far unbalanced in
most of the cases. The main motivation for this paper is to
provide a way of generalizing the driver’s behavior regarding
their mobility seasonalities - e.g., when and where they go
along the day/week/month and/or patterns of vehicle usage
such as parents at daylight and children at evening.
In this paper, we propose to leverage on inexpensive FCD
acquired from each individual to identify who is driving the
vehicle through an advanced and highly accurate ML pipeline.
The key advantage of using FCD is that it can be collected
and recorded by devices as simple as smartphones. The
proposed ML methodology operates in two stages: (1) firstly,
it transforms the original data into meaningful explanatory
non-redundant features. This new feature space is then used
to (2) build explanatory models about the driver’s identification
by combining a series of models learned by heterogeneous
induction methods into an ensemble using a straightforward
technique named Stacked Generalization [28].
The usage of GPS-enabled mobile phones and other individual identification mechanisms (e.g. transit smartcards [29])
to generalize mobility behaviour is not new (see, for
instance, [30], [31]). However, at the best of our knowledge,
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TABLE II
N UMBER OF T RIPS AND D RIVING H OURS BY C ATEGORY

this is the first large-scale work to propose an accurate methodology to generalize the behaviour of categories of driver’s at
a micro-level (such as a family role) using FCD standalone.
The next two sections detail our case study and the methodology that we proposed to carry out the abovementioned task.
III. C ASE S TUDY
The IVDR system used was the GreenRoad
technology [8], [12]. It is a G-force based system which
tracks all trips made by the vehicle and records the
following information: 1) Trip start and end times; 2) Driver
identification using Dallas keys; 3) Vehicle location; 4) Events
of excessive manoeuvres defined by patterns of G-forces
measured in the vehicle. This data was collected throughout
one year.
A. Participants and Recruitment Process
A rolling recruitment procedure was carried out between
July 2009 and November 2010. The data collection process
was already in place throughout this period. 217 families
participated in this study throughout an one year period.
Participants received a monetary compensation of ∼ $250.
The recruitment process, the characteristics of the drivers and
their families is described in detail in [8] and [12].
B. Data Collection
Table II contains a brief description of the data collected.
It is possible to conclude that roughly 22% of the trips are
unidentified. Such ratio constitutes a significant portion of the
total data which should not be discarded at any case to carry
out any data driven analysis, regardless its goal. When further
analysing this ratio per family, it was found that many families
present highly unbalanced identification ratios. In particular,
62% of the families had an identification ratio above 0.8, 25%
had an identification ratio between 0.6-0.8. However, there
are some families, 8%, that had relatively similar number of
identified and unidentified trips (between 0.4-0.6), and others
5% that had an identification ratio between 0-0.4.
The set of variables which describe a given trip are detailed
in Table III. As postprocessing task, four types of trips were
defined: HH (home to home), which are trips that start and
end in the area around home; HO (home to other), which are
trips that start at home area toward a more distant location;
OH (other to home), which are trips that start from a distant
location toward the home area, and OO (other to other), are
trips that start and end from locations distant from the home
area. In this study, a home area is defined as the length of
the radius of a circular area around the location of its exact
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the II) comprise the tasks necessary for estimate fˆ, θ from
a set of training examples. There are mainly three types of
preprocessing tasks [37]: (I-A) Sampling - the selection of
a subset of examples from the original training set; (I-B)
Feature Generation - the definition of the values to be used
at each feature and (I-C) Feature Selection - the selection of
the features to be used by the ML algorithm. For the (II)
Model Induction part, we decided to adopt a Stacking [28]
approach - where (II-D) we build multiple distinct explanatory
models from the original dataset (typically using different
types of learners) which (II-E) outputs/predictions are then
combined using another learner. An overview of the proposed
methodology is depicted in Fig. 1 and formally explained
throughout this Section.

TABLE III
F EATURE D ESCRIPTION

address. An algorithm was developed in [32] to define a
specific radius of a circular area around the home location of
each participating driver. The average radius across families
in the dataset was 1034 ± 346 meters.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
The regularities of the human behavior have been providing
important advances in many transportation topics. Some successful examples on applying such insights are the passenger
demand prediction problem [33], origin-destination matrices [34] or transit planning [35]. In this particular application,
the authors intend to take advantage on such type of seasonal
patterns and trends to address the driver identification failures
presented by most of the state-of-the-art methodologies.
Let T = {t1 , t2 ..., tn } denote the n trips recorded by
the members of all participant families (i.e. data samples).
Each trip can be expressed as a pair ti = (xi , yi ) where
xi → X N denotes a vector of N features while yi ∈
Y = { F  , M  , Y  , O  } denotes a target variable (i.e. driver
category). The target has some sort of dependence of the
feature vector which is unknown. Classification denotes the
problem of estimate an approximation of such mathematical
dependence levering on labelled training examples (i.e. a finite
set of data samples for which the value of yi is known)
representative of the underlying joint distribution p(y|
x ) (in a
probabilistic definition):
fˆ : xi , θ → Y
fˆ(xi , θ) = f (xi ) = yi , ∀xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y

(1)
(2)

where f (xi ) denotes the true dependence between X and
Y , fˆ our estimated approximation of f while θ represents
a generic parameter set (which representation will naturally
change along with the functional form of fˆ). fˆ, θ have to be
learned using the training examples in T in order to minimize
some sort of loss function L(yi , yˆi ) - which expresses the
classifier risk to misclassifying novel unlabelled samples.
To know more about Classification, the reader can consult [36].
To carry out this task, we devised a stepwise methodology with
two main parts: I) Preprocessing and II) Model Induction.
The first one comprises the tasks necessary to prepare the
dataset to apply any type of ML algorithms over it while

A. Sampling
Firstly, we started by assuming statistical independence
among the families. Thus, the original dataset was splitted
into 216 datasets and the feature VID was eliminated. Consequently, one model is generated over each dataset/family.
Secondly, we simply removed from the study families without a minimum number of samples n min ∈ N. This was done
so we can not only guarantee that there is a fair comparison
among different classifiers (where some may require large
samples to do a good generalization effort), but as well as
there is good chances of doing a good generalization effort.
It should be noted that not every family have four different
categories of drivers (e.g. some families just have one father or
no sons). Consequently, the problem may vary from a binary
classification to a multi-class one from dataset to dataset.
Similarly, datasets which have no variation on the target class
(i.e. just one family member driving) were also discarded from
the study. Finally, categories/labels which possess less than
Nmin ∈ N samples were also removed from the respective
dataset by removing such samples.
B. Feature Generation
From Table III, we can conclude that 9 out of the total
11 features are categorical. Many powerful ML classifiers
are unable to deal with such type of features. Consequently,
we use a common preprocessing technique to turn them into
numerical ones: one-hot encoding (OHE) [38]. OHE consists
into mapping each one of the feature’s possible values into a
binary features (1 for samples which have such value assigned;
0 for the remaining ones). Missing values were mapped as a
binary feature as well, including for the numerical variables
- where those were simply replaced by zero. This results on
a high sparse multidimensional feature space for each dataset
to be used with the base learners (see Section IV-D) where
xi → R M : M >> N (i.e. M  650 for this case study).
Additionally, we also scaled each one of the two numerical
features by subtrating their sample-based mean and dividing
them by their sample-based standard deviation (discarding the
samples with missing data to compute such statistics). Finally,
we leveraged on a domain expert to select a feature subset to
be used on the meta level (see Section IV-E) of our II) Model
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Induction Component: Weekday, Previous Category, Departure
Time and Trip Duration (WD, PR, ToD and Dur, respectively).
C. Feature Selection
The last step created a highly sparse feature space that
needs to be reduced before conducting any supervised learning
algorithm over it. The majority of these new features are not
relevant to determine the value of our target variable. To do
it so, we firstly aim to remove nearly invariant features. We
remove all the features which present a ratio between the two
most frequent values of, at least, φ ∈ [0, 1] or that possess
a subset of, at least, τ ∈ [0, 1] samples with the same value.
Then, we remove high correlated features using the absolute
coefficient of Pearson Correlation and a maximum threshold
of rmax . Finally, we try to assess the predictive power of each
feature using a Supervised Feature Selection procedure. This
task is highly important on several dimensions of a ML such as
to reduce computational time needed to learn an explanatory
model or to avoid overfitting irrelevant aspects in the data.
These techniques can be categorized into two types: classifierdependent (such as Wrappers and Embedded methods) and
classifier-independent (Filters) [39], [40].
Here, we propose to use a Filter method known as Permutation Importance or Mean Decreasing Accuracy (MDA)
- commonly used with Random Forests (RF) (see Section
IV-D.3 to know more about this method). MDA assigns a
score to each feature by evaluating the impact of removing
the association between each feature and the target. In pratice,
the procedure operates as follows: 1) the error of each tree is
assessed using the Out-of-Bag data - the data that was not part
of the bootstrap used to build that tree; 2) The same procedure
is done after permuting individually each feature out of the
trees. 3) The differences for each pair (feature j ,tree i ), i.e.
νi, j can then be used to compute M D A as follows

1 ρ
1 ρ
νi, j ; σ M D A =
(νi − μ M D A )2
μM D A j =
i=1
i=1
ρ
ρ
(3)
μM D A j
MDAj =
(4)
σM D A j
where ρ denotes the number of trees hyperparameter used
in Random Forests. 4) The MDA is normalized/scaled into
a new score N M D A j ∈ [0, 1] for each feature j and
they are selected based on a minimum importance threshold
NMDAmin . . As the feature selection process is made without considering the model that will be used later on, it is
considered a filter approach. Note that even if there is a
classifier involved in the process (i.e. learned by RF), the
error rate/counts of the classifier are not used directly in the
MDA computation - per contrast with the Wrapper methods,
which typically search the space of feature subsets with some
optimization procedure where the cost/utility depends on the
error produced by a given classifier [39]. MDA operates as a
sort of statistical test to assess if the nodes constructed by a
feature j are useful or not for each individual tree. The main
advantage of MDA facing many other Filter methods (such as

Fig. 1.

Illustration of the proposed ML methodology.

minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevancy [41]) is that it considers the effects on redundancy reduction around the target
variable of a given feature on sample subsets generated by
partial domains of other features (i.e. as the one generated by
decision tree nodes). To know more about feature importance
measures using RF, the reader can consult [40].
D. Base Supervised Learners
As Fig. 1 points, we used four base learners: a baseline
method - Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [42] - and three
powerful off-the-shelf learners: Boosted C4.5 [43], Random
Forests [44] and Support Vector Machines [45]. These methods
were used in parallel to construct four distinct explanatory
models over the training examples.
All these methods have hyperparameters whose values must
be tuned for each dataset before learning any model from it.
Typical approach includes a time consuming heuristic of
testing a manual edited grid of possible values over some sort
of cross validation (CV) procedure. As alternative, we used a
popular optimization procedure: Random Search [46].
The modus operandi of these methods is briefly explained
throughout this Section. An interested reader should refer to
the references of each method for a formal explanations.
1) Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ): LVQ was selected
to be our baseline method. LVQ is a faster alternative to
k Nearest Neighbours (kNN) algorithm. kNN is hanged up
to our entire training set to find the k nearest neighbours
of each test sample from it accordingly to some distance
metric (e.g. Euclidean). In alternative, LVQ learns a set of M
(i.e. hyperparameter) codebook vectors which contain N values. These vectors are supposed to represent neighbourhoods.
To train such vectors, we start by passing one sample by our
codebooks. The codebooks with target similar to the input
sample are updated where as each feature value is moved
closer (i.e. using delta rule from Stochastic Gradient Descent)
to the feature values of the given instance. The procedure is
repeated to all the samples multiple times (i.e. epochs) till a
convergence criteria (e.g.  minimum threshold for the error
reduction from epoch to epoch) is met. Predictions are operated the same way than kNN (i.e. using k as hyperparameter)
but over the M learned codebooks.
Similarly to kNN, LVQ also suffers from the tie problem
(where there are multiple codebooks at the same distance).
To avoid such ties, we perturbed the feature’s input to LVQ
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by adding them a very small amount of white noise defined
as x i, j +  :  ∼ N (0, σLVQ ).
2) Boosted C4.5: C4.5 is one of the most well-known
algorithms to learn decision trees for Classification. It builds
its decision tree by recursively selecting the most informative
attributes with respect to their capacity of reducing entropy
around the target variable (i.e. Information Gain (IG)). C4.5
build maximum depth trees by stopping only when a pure
leaf is found (i.e. a leaf with samples of the same class).
Then, a “bottom-up” pruning stage takes place where the near
leaf nodes are statistically tested to be replaced by a single
leaf, avoiding irrelevant decision nodes with a low support
and the consequent overfitting effects. Additionally, C4.5 can
also build rule sets and it also allows the trees to be built with
samples with different weights (which affect the IG calculation
as well the splitting points). This characteristic allows its
combination with an Ensemble technique known as Boosting [47], where a weak classifier can be improved by iteratively
learning other classifiers on the top of it where the samples
that contribute more to the generalization error are given an
higher weight. Finally, at each iteration, a feature selection
technique named as winnowing [48] is often employed. The
type of model (i.e. rules/trees; model), the number of boosting
iterations (i.e. tri als ∈ N) and the wi n = {0, 1} are the main
hyperparameters to be tuned in this method.
3) Random Forests: RF [44] is an ensemble method based
on classification and regression trees (CART [49]). Several
trees are grown by randomly choosing a set of candidate
predictors at every node for a sample of the data and
then producing the split by choosing the best splitter available. RF combines this with a random selection of samples
(i.e. bootstraps) to train each tree to then produce decisions
by averaging all trees outputs (i.e. bagging). RF’s hyperparameters are (i) the number of randomly selected predictors used
at each split mtr y and (ii) the number of grown trees ntr ee.
4) Support Vector Machines: SVM are binary classifiers
that perform their task by constructing hyperplanes in a multidimensional space able to separate instances either linearly
or non-linearly. In -SVM, these hyperplanes are constructed
in a way to ensure the largest minimum distance to the
training examples. This distance () is denominated as margin.
To allow examples to be in the margin or to be misclassified
in order to increase the classifier robustness to noise, slack
variables ξi >= 0 are often introduced. The optimization
problem becomes as follows:

||w||2
+C ×
ξi
2
N

arg min
w,b

(5)

i=1

where C ∈ N+ is a hyperparameter that sets the relative
importance of maximizing the margin and minimizing the
amount of slack. Kernels are typically used in SVMs to map
the data points into higher dimensional feature space where the
classification problem is likely to be linearly separable. Typical
kernels include polynomial and radial basis functions. Hereby,
we use the latter one, which possesses an hyperparameter
σ S V M that controls the smoothness of the Gaussian kernel.
In order to adapt SVMs to multiclass problems, we take

a one-against-all approach where one model is built per
class.
5) Hyperparameter Tuning Using Random Search: Grid
Search is a typical tool for ML hyperparameter tuning tasks.
It exhaustively tests all the hyperparameter combinations
specified from an user grid of values. Hence, it requires
a high computational effort. A valid alternative is Random
Search [46]. It consists on conducting independent draws from
a uniform distribution using the same configuration space as
the one defined by a regular grid. This approach only evaluates
a random subsample of grid points - a global hyperparameter
named gp - and presents similar results on an efficient manner.
E. Stacked Generalization
Stacked Generalization (i) [28] is an ensemble method that
consists on using the prediction outputs of multiple ML models
learned over a given training set as features input to another
(meta)-learning algorithm that can learn dependences among
those predictions and the true output. One of the first Stacking
methods were proposed in [50], where the Stacking algorithm
was Logistic Regression - thus, consequently, the resulting
meta-model consisted on a linear combination of the base
learners outputs with respect to the logarithm of their odd
ratios. Breiman observed in [50] (ii) that many of these base
learners are often excluded from the final decision meta-model.
Latter research on the meta-learning (i.e. ML methods that
relate the characteristics of the problems with the performance
of the methods) community pointed out that (iii) the inclusion
of base features on the meta-learning process can help to
reduce the generalization error further [51].
Leveraged on these three base ideas, we propose a Stacking
method as follows: (1) a new meta feature space is created,
containing the predictions of the four base learners plus a
four additional base features: WD, PR, ToD and Dur. (2)
a feature selection stage takes place to ensure which is the
best subset of meta-features to use with each family dataset.
This step is known to be important to avoid either under and
overfitting on the learning stage at meta level [52]. We do
it so by taking a well-known wrapper method - Recursive
Feature Elimination (RFE) [53]. A typical implementation
into two stages process: evaluate the generalization error over
a CV process in the training set using the current feature
subset; rank the features with respect to their relevance and
eliminate the last. The process is repeated for a pool of
(small) cardinalities of the feature space. The feature subset
with lowest error is used in the final model. (iii) A Naive
Bayes (NB) classifier was used as meta learner due to its
simplicity and low computational requirements. It can be
(probabilistically) defined as
x ) = p(y)
arg max p(yi |
yi

N


p(x j |yi ), ∀yi ∈ Y

(6)

j =1

As NB just admit categorical features, ToD and Dur were
discretized using equal-frequency histograms. The experiments
conducted to evaluate this methodology are described in the
following Section.
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TABLE IV

TABLE VI

G ENERAL H YPERPARAMETER S ETTING

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

TABLE V
T UNED METHOD - SPECIFIC H YPERPARAMETERS

V. E XPERIMENTS
This section starts by introducing the Experimental Setup
followed by our experiments, passing by the used evaluation
metrics to then point out the obtained results as well as a brief
discussion on their insights.
A. Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted using the R Software [54].
This methodology possess two types of hyperparameters:
general and model-specific. They are briefly described in
Tables IV and V, respectively. The first ones were userdefined while the second ones were tuned for each dataset
as described in Section IV-D.5 using a stratified 5-fold CV
process with 3 repetitions. The ML methods LVQ, BoC4.5, RF,
SVM and NB were used following the implementations of the
R packages class, C50, randomForest, kernlab and
RWeka, respectively, while RFE used the base implementation
included in the caret package. The non-tuned methods
hyperparameters followed its defaults for these packages with
exception of the number of trees in RF - which was 1000.
RFE used 1 series of a stratified 5-fold CV process.
B. Evaluation
From the preprocessing described in Sections IV-A,IV-B,
we obtained 196 datasets (196 out of the initial 213 families
described in Section III). We designed two evaluation testbeds: A) Hold-Out (HO), where our datasets were divided on
two stratified partitions of 70%/30% for training and testing
tasks, respectively; B) one series of a stratified 10-fold cross
validation (10CV). Two evaluation metrics were employed:

Accuracy and Cohen’s Kappa. The first one is simply a
normalized version of the success rate on classifying the
examples in the test set, while the second one aims to express
a likelihood of agreement between two raters (i.e. ground truth
and a classifier). These metrics can be defined as follows:

Z
1 
1
if yi = ŷi
i , where i =
(7)
ACC =
Z
0
if
yi = yˆi
i=1
po − pe
κ =
(8)
1 − pe
where Z denotes the number of testing examples, pe the
hypothetical probability of chance agreement (computed over
the marginals of each predictor/rater) and po = ACC.
To know about more about κ, the reader is referred to [55].
An evaluation is also done for particular partitions of the data
with respect to the number of family members/categories for
binary, i.e. ACC2 , κ2 and multiclass problems, i.e. ACC∗ , κ∗ ,
respectively.
C. Results
The results of our experiments are presented in four different axis: (i) Table VI resumes the results obtained by 4
base learners (RF, BoC4.5, SVM and LVQ) and IV-C) while
(ii) Fig. 2 contains the boxplot of the κ scores of each one of
the 4 baseline predictors + the Stacking method (i.e. NB_STA)
on the two defined test beds. As the reported metric values
are close to each other, a Statistical Test was conducted to
assess if the 5 predictors are Statistically equivalent to each
other for this task: the Friedman Test (following one of the
methodologies proposed by [56]). This hypothesis was rejected
with a p-value  0. Fig. 4 (iii) contains the respective Post-Hoc
analysis of these test results, conducting paired tests among
all the classifiers. Finally, (iv) Fig. 3 contains a Barplot with
the number of datasets where each original feature (or one
of its transformation) were included on the base modelling
part (i.e. after performing the preprocessing stages described
in Sections IV-A, IV-B and IV-C).
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of the κ scores obtained from 10CV by all the ML methods
on every dataset.

Fig. 4.
Post-hoc analysis of the Friedman Rank Test for every pair of
methods with their boxplots of the differences ( ACC). Only two pairs have
no statistically significant differences.

Fig. 3. Barplot reporting the feature usage frequency after performing the
preprocessing tasks.

D. Discussion
All the 5 predictive methods present a reasonable predictive
capacity, with an ACC > 80% for every of them. However,
the kappa scores uncover the poor capacity of our baseline
method (LVQ) - easily confirmed in Fig. 2. From observing
both Table VI and Fig. 2, it is possible to conclude that all the
remaining methods seem to be have a very similar performance
either in HO or 10CV setups. Given such small differences, a
statistical significance test such as the Friedman Test [57] is
important to assess if such absence of difference means that the
produced classifiers are statistically equivalent among them.
Although the hypothesis was rejected in our experiments, we
do not know exactly which are the methods responsible for
such rejection. Such interpretability comes with the PostHoc
Analysis depicted in Fig. 4: only two of the two-paired tests
results on non-significant differences among the classifiers:
BoC4.5-SVM and NB_STA-RF. In fact, the boxplot of the differences from the latter one is absolutely symmetric around 0.

Even if NB_STA shows some improvements facing other
methods with respect to κ-scores - specially in 10CV -, we can
conclude that our Stacking approach fails on building models
significantly stronger than the ones presented by the baseline
methods. It is difficult to explain how we could change
it without further experiments. However, hypothesis would
pass through the following two steps: (i) add up additional
features in the meta-level either by adding new types of
baseline models (such as SVMs with different kernels or other
powerful predictors such as Gradient Boosting machines [58])
or by including special features describing the model performance such as their confidence about the generalization error
(as suggested in [51]); (ii) change the meta learner algorithm
to other powerful Stacking model such as Logistic Model
Trees [59] (used by the two top-winners of the famous Netflix
competition, as described in [60]). Nevertheless, it is important
to point that our schema (independently on using RF or a
Stacking approach) guarantees a high predictive capacity
with a low generalization error (illustrated by the evaluation obtained for the two proposed metrics). Our stacking
approach returns an higher accuracy on binary classification
problems (two family members) rather than in multiclass ones.
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A solution to solve this issue may pass by add an intermediate
step which adds up undersampling/oversampling techniques to
deal with imbalanced classification training sets.
Regarding the features’ usage, the Fig. 3 ends up pointing
out that the most important factors on identifying the driver
are the departure date/time, its duration, its destination as
well as the previous driver. On the other hand, information
about the home cluster (only relevant if family members live
in different addresses), driving style or the trip origin were
filtered out from ∼ 50% of the datasets even before the
modelling part. This observation goes along our hypothesis
that the regularities of human behavior represent a set of
meaningful explanatory factors around the driver’s identification problem. Nevertheless, note that this analysis do not
take any interpretability about the ranking made by the Feature
Selection method proposed in Section IV-C neither on the role
that those features played (if any) on the modelling part.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This study aimed at developing and testing an identification
methodology using trip-based data. The main motivation to do
it so is to complement the deficiencies of the existing IVDR
technologies. For this purpose, an advanced ML methodology,
including feature selection, multiple base learners and an
Ensemble of them (i.e. Stacking), was proposed to take advantage of the underlying patterns of the human behavior. Tripbased data collected in Israel was used to test the usefulness
of the proposed methodology.
The results of this paper provide a first glimpse on which
are the most promising ML techniques for the applications
of driver’s identification. A high accuracy was achieved in
predicting the driver category using basic trip information
(∼ 88%). Therefore, the authors believe that this methodology
is worth to be further investigated in future studies when using
IVDR or similar identification devices. It should be noted,
however, that the proposed methodology is recommended to
be used as a support method to the different identification
technologies (e.g. Dallas Key, Face Identification) and not as a
standalone methodology for driver identification. Furthermore,
the assumption, in the proposed methodology, is that the training examples are reliable and trustworthy to a certain extent.
Further research is required to overcome such limitations.
In order to carry out such future work, possible directions
are proposed as follows: (1) testing the information gained by
other trip features that were not included in this study, such
as route choice and type of roads (rural, urban, suburban);
(2) testing unsupervised learning approaches to derive the
number of driver categories when it is not possible to know
it apriori; (3) testing this methodology as a complement
and/or a validation technique to the deficiencies of various
identification technologies, such as the face recognition ones
(e.g. [23]). In particular, it would be interesting to explore
the feature space proportioned by the present approach can
improve and/or complement the ones typically explored by
computer vision approaches to this problem and vice-versa;
(4) testing the proposed methodology on larger datasets and
(5) explore additional ways of improving the prediction accuracy within the context of the present methodology by (5-a)
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improving the feature engineering at the meta learning
level, (5-b) the feature selection at the base learning level
(e.g. by including wrappers for each of the methods) or the
ML algorithms in any of those modelling parts (e.g. to use
Logistic Model Trees for the Stacked Generalization).
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